Student Achievement Page. Teacher Comments for Trimester 2

Dean Kennedy Violin Tutor wrote:
Lara Rust:
At the beginning of the year, Lara was only playing in first position. Through guidance, and
her hard work and dedication at home, Lara can now confidently play in third position - a
great achievement for only one term. Further to this technical advancement, Lara has also
managed to learn vibrato and to think in more detail about the structure and phrasing of her
pieces. I am extremely proud of her achievements this term.
Jasmine Rizos-Parker:
Jasmine has been part of a trio lesson format this term. She has excelled in her playing by
paying more attention to her bow hand. As a result, her tone production has improved
immensely. Further to her tone production, Jasmine has confidently approached major as well
as minor scales. As a result of these advancements, Jasmine has moved very quickly through
her repertoire book. She is well set to begin the next school term to further build on her
accomplishments so far this year.
Emma Marie Fulton:
Emma has been part of a trio lesson format this term. Emma has shown great attention in her
lessons and demonstrated consistent home practice. This is evident through Emma’s ability to
learn repertoire each week, to produce a performance at the following lesson with all the
material memorised. Her attention and determination has enabled a wonderful advancement
in her technique so far this year.

Nigel King Piano tutor wrote:
Lucien Soulat-Timmins:
Lucien has demonstrated promising creative talent. He has enjoyed improvising and
embellishing for his concert performance of Aria.

Gerry Salvador Guitar tutor wrote:
Alexy Mann: Alexy is now able to hit his high notes cleaner and rounder than before and
project his voice. Singing as well as playing scales together has helped to improve his pitch
enormously. His performance at the concert was a credit to Alexy’s hard work and dedication
towards developing the skill of playing guitar and singing at the same time.
Hamilton Thurman:
Possesses a natural sense of rhythm. He is now playing faster jazz pieces of music such as,
'Fly me to the moon'

Fabien Bethuizeau Piano tutor wrote:
Emmanuelle Fransisci:
Emmanuelle has made excellent progress at reading music. His timing has also improved
dramatically.

Tuan Moreau:
Tuan has made outstanding progress in performance and practice.
Marius Leistner :
Marius has a very quick understanding of all exercises and pieces given. His preparation for his
concert performance was excellent.
Hudson Sidwell:
Hudson has solidified a great foundation of reading and performance this trimester.

Freya King Flute tutor wrote:
Aurelie Krait:
Throughout this term, Aurelie has further demonstrated her dedication for learning the flute.
Through consistent Tone Practice, she is developing a much richer sound with a greater range of
dynamics. Aurelie's vibrato is also greatly improving and once again, adding to the overall sound and
emotion of performances. Aurelie's technique has always been controlled and this past term it has
improved yet again due to consistent technique practice.

Shannon Wunderwald Guitar tutor wrote:
Ume Lefevre:
Ume has demonstrated an improved sense of timing on the guitar. Ume has also progressed her
note reading skills to be able to read notes on the first four strings of the guitar. EBGD. Her
performance at the concert was outstanding!
Electra Noble:
Electra is making excellent progress on the guitar. Her technique is very good which was evident at
the concert by her duet performance of Waltzing Mathilda with Nayls Fassi-Fihri

Misha Tan Piano tutor wrote:
Henry Cosby:
Henry kicked off the concert with confidence and performed his piece with a beautiful and cantabile
touch. Well done Henry !
Chiara Chu:
Chiara has mastered playing scales with evenness in sound, tempo and good finger technique.

Misha Tan Piano tutor wrote:
Leyna Fassi-Fihri:
Leyna performed very well in the concert. She has a natural talent for composing music. Her small
compositions were fun to help her write and are fantastic to listen to.
Salome Courjault:
Salome is making great progress and had performed beautifully in the concert. Keep up the good
work !

